WITH SCHEUCH COMPONENTS

TECHNOLOGY FOR CLEAN AIR
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Perform better with
Scheuch Components
A plant is more than the sum of its parts.
At Scheuch, we take a holistic view of the process –
this approach enables us to consistently select the best
components for your application.
Our extensive knowledge and many years of experience
in plant manufacturing allow us to offer you maximum
added value by tapping into each and every source of
potential. That's why we are able to make a major contribution in increasing the performance and efficiency of your
plants from a technological, economical and ecological point
of view.
The Components business unit combines all essential
departments, from the development and design of new
products followed by sales and project management to
production and successful start-up.
All of this is done with one promise “Quality made in Austria”.
Michael Brandl
Head of the Components business unit
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OUR VISION

Under the umbrella of the Scheuch Group:
Together for a better world.
The Scheuch Group, which has offices all over the
world and its headquarters in Aurolzmünster, Upper
Austria, is an international leader in technologies for
air pollution control.
We spend every day working on new end-to-end
solutions to reduce emissions in a huge variety of
industries around the world. Drawing on in-depth
research and development, we are able to drive
forward innovation on the international stage. In
our role as a plant manufacturer serving the wood-

based panels, energy, metal, industrial minerals
and timber industries, we cover the entire range of
services – sales, project management, construction,
research and development, production, start-up and
after-sales services – in-house. We also manufacture devices and components for virtually any sector.
Everything we do is optimized to meet the requirements of our international customers.

DID YOU KNOW THAT …

… We have an innovation centre with its own research and development
department? And that we manufacture a high proportion of our products
in-house, with the remainder being delivered by production partners all over
the world?
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The human component
Although technological complexity in industry
and society is constantly on the increase, interaction between organizations still relies on human
relationships. We see ourselves not only as a provider of fans and other components but also as a
partner who will work together with you to develop
the best possible solutions.
Through long-term relationships with our customers we are protecting our business and shaping our
industry – from Europe into the world.

In the heart of upper austria we produce high
quality products at our production site in Aurolz
münster. These products enable us to optimize
energy efficiency, save resources and ensure a high
level of availability for your production processes.
Both our customers and our own turnkey plants
benefit equally from this. All of this combined
secures our role as a technology leader both now
and in the long-term future.

We are ready to face the challenges of the future
in an innovative and pioneering spirit.
— L EONHARD ZEILINGER,
SALES MANAGER
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OUR MISSION

Scheuch components –
perform better.
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DID YOU KNOW THAT …

… Our top priority is to deliver on our promise having a personal relationship with our customers based on trust?
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Scheuch GmbH
Weierfing 68
4971 Aurolzmünster
Austria
Phone +43 / 7752 / 905 – 0
Fax
+43 / 7752 / 905 – 65000
E-mail office@scheuch.com
Follow us:
www.scheuch.com
blog.scheuch.com

